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DURAL introduces “DURALIS-Stone” – The first skirting 
profile to combine natural stone and LEDs 
 
With “DURALIS-Stone”, DURAL is bound to cause a real stir with this surprising 
innovation: Dural is the very first manufacturer to develop skirting profiles 
which incorporate genuine natural stone that can also be illuminated using 
LEDs. Three slate colours and a comprehensive range of technical accessories 
round off this very special lighting installation for wall surfaces. 
 
The two “faces” of DURALIS-Stone produce a truly unusual and unique effect: 
Unlit, this elegant natural stone border lends every room a unique atmosphere, 
and as soon as the underlying LED strips are switched on, a fascinating light is 
emitted.  
 
The natural stone inlays, measuring just a few millimetres, are stabilised using  
a patent-pending process to ensure that the natural properties of the surface 
are fully retained. Available in the colour schemes slate beige, slate grey and 
slate red, Dural will be offering its brand new innovation at Cersaie for the  
very first time.  
 
Framed in silver anodised aluminium profiles, the product range is also 
extremely stable and is ideal for use in bathrooms (using the corresponding  
LED strips for wet rooms), kitchens and living areas, as well as public buildings. 
The profiles are available in heights of 9 / 12.5 mm and a length of 240 cm and 
are laid very simply using the thin-bed mortar procedure, guaranteeing a 
permanently clean transition with the surrounding areas thanks to the 
protective edge cover system. All connection materials and control units  
such as remote control or wireless dimmers and the LED strips for living areas 
or wet rooms from the LED accessories range from Dural can be used. 
 
 


